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Each year four past presidents are honored with the U.S. Mint's release of their Presidential dollar.

These beautiful $1 gold coins glisten brightly against the rich blue background of this glossy coin

folder, which features 45 die-cut slots on three panels&#151;more than the average coin folder. In

addition, the folder features details about each president, including the date of his birth and death,

political party, and unique political facts about each.
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The holes are too small so the coins don't fit perfectly. It also has one slot per president, instead of

the more common 2 slots (for both mints). The order of the slots is wrong as well. They should be

ordered by their respective release date which naturally follows the order of the presidents. However

Polk for example comes after Van Buren for some reason. (See photo)Finally, it's missing the slot

for Reagan, which is the last president to be honored by this program in 2016.

I bought another one of these displays and it was ugly and cheap, these displays are by far the best

i have seen! they are very high quality, they hold the coins amazingly (this does mean they are

harder to get in, and nearly impossible to get out, but i like the trade off) This display is beautiful,

and high quality!

it appears quite nice and professional.. the coins fit in tight, indeed a bit too tight..it's just an okay

product..Given the price, it's just reasonable, not excellent though.. just as some other reviewers



have mentioned, I would second the fact that the slots for presidents are not always in proper order..

other reservation that I have against this folder is that the slots are too tight.. I literally had to nurse

my thumb with ice after pressing the coins in.. If I come by a dollar coin which is in better condition

than the one ( for any given president) that I've already placed in the folder, there is NO way I can

exchange without damaging the folder..I give it 3 stars.. one star off for the over-tightness of the

slots and another star off for the lack of proper sequence.

I have some good comparisons between the two coin book sellers on . with Whitman books there

are more in depth and better coin extras that you cant get with Warmans, including a P and D slot

for each year, the # of minted coins that yr and a leather cover that holds up to regular handling. the

Warman book is nearly an inch larger and IS really a good display piece with a shimmery cover and

inside but I was really hoping I would get the same qualities as a Whitman, I guess I was expecting

that but no real info on seller page and for $3 more I think Whitman is better. buyers choice.

On Jan. 22, 2014, I ordered 4 of these folders. On , 2014, I finally received one of the 4. As of Mar.

19, 2014 I still haven't received the other three. The one that I did receive I have to return because 4

of the Presidents were out of the proper numerical order.

The book works great for my on going collection. However there are two flaws. First as the other

reviews have said the 2009 presidents are out of order. One thing the other reviewers didn't pick up

though was that in the page with the president summaries the William McKinley and the Grover

Cleveland bios are exactly the same. I however don't find these two things as a big deal.

Great as expected. The kids loved it!

I collect President dollars for my children, grandchildren and their spouses. I had another style of

books when the coins were first minted but as the years went by my family grew and when I tried to

find those same books they were no longer available. I found these books and they are very

attractive plus they have room for both mints.
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